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ABSTRACT
This article discusses a dairy advertising campaign featuring skeptic Derren Brown. I explore the various health claims made in the ads as well as a report Brown featured on his website that claimed consumption of cow’s milk is linked to longevity. I discuss how dairy consumption is largely linked to race and ethnicity. It is a practice enjoyed primarily by European whites as most nonwhites are lactose intolerant. Lactose intolerance is a normal biological process associated with weaning, but it is medicalized and made deviant because it is not part of the white experience. I also mention comments made by Sam Harris and Richard Dawkins that normalize Western diets with unsubstantiated claims. This article takes a critical look at skeptic leaders who have failed to address misleading information perpetuated by exploitative animal product industries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Television personality Derren Brown is a British illusionist and skeptic known for divulging the secrets of magicians, psychics, and new age charlatans. Brown also devotes considerable attention to debunking bogus scientific and medical claims. In one program, for instance, Brown trained an amateur actor to impersonate a faith healer. He effectively convinced a Texan community that the man had special divine powers to cure the ill (Brown 2011). The danger with faith healers, of course, is that adults and children alike are encouraged (or forced) to forgo medical treatments
in the expectation that their chosen deity will cure them. This has led to the premature or unnecessary death of quite a few individuals (Brenneman 1990; Peters 2008). This “healing” is often performed in congruence with fevered solicitations for donations. Thus, projects like Brown’s *Miracles for Sale* have fundamentally humanitarian intentions.

However, Brown appears unable to see through similarly exploitative and phony healing claims when it comes to more socially ingrained practices. Brown appeared in a “healthy living” campaign for cows’ milk, or, “The White Stuff”. The promotion was funded by the Scottish Dairy Marketing Company in association with the Milk Development Council. His advertisements state that the nutrients found in cows’ milk (many of which are added during processing) (Gerdes 2009) are good for skin, teeth, hair, bones, and energy. Cows’ milk is labeled as “powerful stuff” (Milk Development Council N.D.a) necessary for an active body to “unlock the power within” (Milk Development Council N.D.b). Inundated with appeals to vitality and healthfulness, we are encouraged to disregard reason and critical thought: “With facts like these, do you really need anyone to persuade you that it’s good for you?”.

2. CORPORATE INFLUENCE ON NUTRITION INFORMATION

Hardly “facts” at all, these statements are concocted by the dairy industry to push potentially unhealthy and dangerous products onto unsuspecting and trusting consumers. Make no mistake, the Milk Development Council is not in the business of improving human health. Rather, they aim to “improve farm profits” and increase “demand for milk supplied by profitable British dairy farmers” (Milk Development Council 2008). The advertisements featuring Brown and other celebrities are intended to improve dairy’s public image and market success. Thus, the industry plays up the potential nutritional benefits of particular ingredients, distorts the healthfulness of cows’ milk, and diminishes the potential consequences of consuming the mammary fluids of another species. Not surprisingly, dairy campaigns have been slammed with false advertising complaints, specifically for promoting cows’ milk as an aid in weight loss (Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine 2007) and sports performance (Napoli 2001), a product of higher animal welfare (Weise 2002), and hormone-free (Leong 2007) (hormones occur naturally in cows’ breast milk as it is intended for their growing calves).

Surely, Brown participated in the ad campaign for the same reason many celebrities do: as a public service to benefit consumer health and
promote national industry. Unfortunately, these campaigns may help industry, but could be hurting others. On July 27, 2009, an administrator on Brown’s website published a blog post (Abeodbart 2009) summarizing a university study that claimed the consumption of cows’ milk could lessen chances of death from heart disease and stroke by as much as 20% (Elwood et al. 2010). This study turned out to be a meta-analysis of a scant eight reports, two of which lacked sufficient data for full analysis. This is a curiously small sample given that a search for “dairy” in the U.S. National Institutes of Health’s National Library of Medicine turned up thousands of results in peer-reviewed academic and medical journals. A closer look at the studies chosen gives greater reason for concern.

3. THE BAD SCIENCE OF DAIRY SCIENCE

The Elwood et al. (2010) meta-analysis cited by Brown’s public relations team comes to some rather surprising conclusions in favor of dairy consumption given the actual results reported by the studies included. One 1984 study included in the meta-analysis sampled 90 elderly participants and measured a multitude of fitness and food variables (which included dairy). Rather than promoting cow’s milk, the study merely suggests that a high caloric diet and use of psychoactive drugs are associated with age-related cognitive deterioration in subjects (Fraser, Singh, and Bennett 1996). Another study included analyzed data from general health examinations of 2,605 Dutch civil servants between 1953 and 1954. It finds “[…] an inverse association between calcium intake and CVD and CHD mortality, possibly mediated by blood pressure […]” (Van der Vijver et al. 1992). Another looked at 29,017 post-menopausal Iowan women and finds an, “[…] inverse associations of vegetable protein and legume food sources and positive associations of dairy and red meat food sources for CHD morality when substituted in place of a carbohydrate” (Kelemen et al. 2005). In fact, these researchers find that dairy consumption increases the risk as much as animal’s flesh does. A study of United Kingdom “health conscious individuals” does find a positive correlation between dairy consumption and increased longevity – but, the participants were vegetarians and had therefore already reduced their risk of CHD significantly by eschewing animals’ flesh (Mann et al. 1997). An analysis of diets consumed by diabetic persons in Greece suggests that an increased consumption of

1 CVD is an acronym for cardiovascular disease; CHD is an acronym for coronary heart disease.
eggs and saturated fats (found in most dairy products) is strongly associated with increased mortality (Trichopoulou et al. 2006). In fact, of the eight articles analyzed, only one (produced by the very same authors of the meta-analysis) clearly stated that dairy consumption was not risky (Elwood et al. 2004).

Declaring that cows’ milk improves longevity seems a farfetched conclusion given the results of the very studies included in the Elwood et al. meta-analysis. In most of these studies, the consumption of nonhuman animal products is included as only one of many variables. Many of these variables (education, socioeconomic status, fitness levels, etc.) are likely interacting with one another or suppressing hidden variables. Furthermore, some of the researchers were examining the impact of specific nutrients, such as calcium, which can come from a variety of non-animal sources. Hence, some of the conclusions paraphrased by the meta-analysis do not necessarily imply that dairy products are preferable to other calcium-rich foods like dark leafy greens. Another concern is generalizability: Elwood et al. (2010) explored only a select handful of available studies that address dairy and human health. Many of these studies focus on very specific or small populations (Seventh Day Evangelists, Dutch Civil Servants in the 1950s, and Diabetic Greeks for instance). More importantly, none of the sampled reports controlled for race or ethnicity. The race and ethnicity variable is important because studies like that of Elwood et al. (2010) run the risk of eurocentrism in presuming that the consumption of cows’ milk is both necessary and normal.

4. Framing Milk: White Normativity and Lactose Tolerance

Lactose intolerance occurs after weaning in all nonhuman animals and in many human populations (Vesa, Marteau, and Korpela 2000). Indeed, over 50% of South Americans and Africans are lactose intolerant. Levels are closer to 100% in some Asian countries – a reality that seems to be lost on Canadian researchers who, in a 2012 study, suggest that Asian women living in the West should conform to Western dietary norms and increase their dairy consumption to obtain calcium and vitamin D (Yu et al. 2012). Importantly, another 2012 study of Asian women conducted by Vietnamese researchers found that a vegan diet does not have adverse effects on bones (Ho-Pham et al. 2012). In the United States, lactose intolerance is around 20% for whites. It is much higher in non-white populations, affecting over half of Mexican Americans, 75% of African Americans, and approximately
80% of Native Americans (Scrimshaw and Murray 1988). Yet, in a society that privileges the white experience, this natural weaning process is medicalized as deviant (Gaard 2013). Weaned individuals, mistakenly believing that dairy is essential to human health, suffer immeasurably when they continue to consume those products.

Contrary to the Elwood et al. findings, other research supports the benefits of a vegan diet (one that includes no products from other animals) (Marsh, Zeuschner, and Saunders 2012). Products made with nonhuman animal milk are significant sources of cholesterol and contain no fiber (USDA N.D.). Dairy (and other nonhuman animal products for that matter) has been linked to obesity, atherosclerosis, cancer, diabetes (Robbins 1998; Marsh et al. 2012) resistance to antibiotics (Oliver, Murinda, and Jayarao 2011), and even osteoporosis and bone fractures (Cumming and Klineberg 1994; Feskanich et al. 1997). The dubious health claims promoted in the Milk Development Council’s advertisements, then, have successfully obscured this scientific debate. Statements made by industries that exploit nonhuman animals are often legitimized when they are promoted by those state, medical, and educational institutions that are regularly bombarded by political pressure, free “educational” material, and funding from these immensely wealthy corporations (Robbins 1998; Nibert 2002).

5. SHORT-SIGHTED SKEPTICISM

Brown has built a career on dismantling the harmful and exploitative claims-making of religious leaders, mediums, and scam artists, so his collaboration with Big Dairy is an anomaly, but worrying nonetheless. Unfortunately, it seems that skeptics often overlook the nonhuman animal industry’s blatant pursuit of profit that so often obscures consumer awareness and may be jeopardizing human safety. Brown may as well be wearing a foamy brown Coca-Cola mustache, celebrating soda as “powerful stuff” – which is a real possibility given that Coca-Cola (2012) claims their soda products contribute to hydration and have marketed Vitaminwater (a product containing 33 grams of sugar) as a “healthy” beverage (Robbins 2010).

Again, Brown is not the only skeptic overlooking the misrepresentation of Nonhuman Animal products as healthful and necessary. Critical thinker Sam Harris stated in one interview that he supports extending moral consideration to other animals. In fact, he was once vegetarian, but he gave it up because he felt he “wasn’t getting enough protein”. This is an interesting problem given that much of the world’s population abstains from the flesh of other animals for cultural reasons or for lack of resources. I am unaware
of any sound research that has located a correlation between Hinduism and protein deficiency, for instance. However, research on the health of rural Chinese poor, conducted before and after the Westernization of their diet, does clearly indicate a correlation between veganism (or near-veganism) and reduced rates of diet-related diseases (Campbell 2006). Really, Harris need not worry. Protein is literally in just about everything from popcorn to pumpkin and from mushrooms to mustard greens. The beans, nuts, lentils, pasta, and grains comprising a large percentage of many vegan diets do not simply provide adequate protein, but are protein powerhouses. While it is true that certain vitamins and nutrients may require supplementation in the vegan diet, protein is not one of them (Craig 2009).

Richard Dawkins has also addressed the moral question of veganism in an interview with ethicist Peter Singer, though he ultimately chooses to remain a “reluctant” participant in nonhuman animal exploitation. Granting moral consideration to nonhuman animals, Dawkins postulates, is unrealistic given the pressure of societal norms (Dawkins 2008). Again, we must question whose society is being privileged in constituting that norm. Many non-European cultures have nurtured vegetarian or vegan traditions for thousands of years until colonization efforts imposed Western values and destroyed local cultures (Harper 2010; Wrenn 2011; Gaard 2013).

6. CONCLUSION

It does seem strange that some leaders in the skeptic community can’t see through one of the greatest corporate-sponsored scams against humanity ever successfully conducted: the taken-for-granted notion that human animals require or otherwise greatly benefit from the dietary intake of the flesh or lactations of other animals. It is an even greater disappointment when influential skeptic leaders like Sam Harris and Richard Dawkins openly acknowledge the moral worth of other animals, but retreat into familiar ethnocentric (and speciesist) social schemas. Brown’s collaboration with the Milk Development Council and Harris’s reference to a tired vegan-phobic stereotype suggests that science and rationality are ultimately embedded in prevailing social structures and dominant cultural norms. Promoting nonhuman animal breast milk and casting doubt on the healthfulness or utility of veganism positions anthropocentric European white

---

2 Interestingly, Western colonizers did make this argument as a means of naturalizing British rule over Indians, as physician and vegetarian advocate John Harvey Kellogg explores in his 1923 publication, The Natural Diet of Man [sic].
culture as the unexamined norm. The experiences of nonhuman animals, African Americans, Asian Americans, Mexican Americans, Native Americans, and billions of people world-wide are generally ignored. “The White Stuff” that industry is peddling is undeniably white stuff.
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